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Pasin, Umut
Master o f  Arts, Department o f Economics.
Supervisor: Prof Dr. Erinç Yeldan
July 2000
A growth accounting and an econometric exercise are used to provide insights 
into the evolution o f  the Turkish economy over the period 1968-1997. The growth 
accounting results show that the contribution o f total factor productivity to GDP 
growth averaged about 20 percent over the period, and this contribution reached its 
maximum level in the trade liberalization period. My results suggest that trade 
liberalization has better effects on total factor productivity growth. As a result o f non- 
parametric analysis I found a positive relation between openness and productivity 
growth.
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TÜRK EKONOMİSİNDE ÜRETKENLİK VE DIŞA AÇILMA
Pasın, Umut 
Master, İktisat Bölümü 
Tez Yöneticisi; Prof. Dr. Erinç Yeldan
Temmuz 2000
1968-1997 yılları arasında Türk ekonomisinin gelişimini değerlendirmek için 
büyüme muhasebesi ve ekonometrik methodlar kullanıldı. Büyüme muhasebesi 
sonuçlan gösteriyorki 1968-1997 yılları arasında toplam faktör üretkenliğinin GSYİH 
daki büyümeye katkısı yüzde 20 dolaylarında gerçekleşmiş ve ticaret 
serbestleştirilmesi döneminde en üst noktaya ulaşmıştır. Sonuçlar gösteriyorki, ticaret 
serbestleştirilmesinin üretkenlik üzerindeki etkisi fmansal serbestleştirilmeye kıyasla 
daha iyi düzeydedir. Parametrik olmayan çalışmanın sonuçlanna göre dışa açılmanın 
üretkenlik üzerinde olumlu bir etkisi vardır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Üretkenlik, Dışa Açılma, Ekonomik Büyüme
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1 Introduction
This study focuses on the sources and evaluation of economic growth of the 
Turkish economy over the period 1968-1998.
In my thesis , I advance the following hypotheses;
1- )The relation between openness and total factor productivity.
2-  )Investigation of whether capital account liberalization has distinguish­
ing characteristics making different impact on total factor productivity when 
compared against simple trade liberalization.
First, I adopt the growth accounting methodology using the GDP function 
approach developed by Diewert and Wales (1992) and used by Kohli (1994,1997). 
In this methodology, by assuming a translog form for the GDP function we obtain 
non-parametric estimates for total factor productuctivity without knowing the 
parameters of it. By using the translog form I try to be able to account for 
growth contributions from rate effects of growth in total factor productivity, as 
well as contributions from level effects of sectoral prices and factor endowments.
Outputs are aggregated into four sectors-Industry, Agriculture,Services and 
Energy. Inputs are aggregated into two primary factors of production-labor and 
capital.
After obtaining total factor productivity values of the Turkish economy over
the period 1968-1998 we test the effect of openness on growth. Here I ask the 
question whether trade and financial liberalization which occured between 1980- 
1998 have an effect on total factor productivity growth of the Turkish economy.
The relation between openness and economic growth has been debated much 
often in the context of trade and development. Multilateral institutions such as 
the World Bank, IMF, and OECD regularly advance the proposition that open­
ness generates significant and positive consequences for growth. They advise the 
developing countries to apply trade liberalization and to open up their external 
sectors as a condition for receiving financial aid. A recent report by OECD, for in­
stance, states(1998,36): ” Mqre open and outward oriented economies consistently 
outperform countries with restrictive trade and foreign investments regimes.” 
According to the IMF(1997,84): ’’ Policies toward foreign trade are among the 
more important factors promoting economic growth and convergence in develop­
ing countries.”
This idea, that openness affects growth in a positive manner, is also popular 
in the economics profession. Krueger (1998,1513) for example, states that it is 
starightforward to show empirically the superior growth performance of countries 
with ” outward-oriented” trade strategies. According to Stiglitz(1998a,36), ” most 
specifications of empirical growth regressions find that some indicator of ext(u-nal 
openness is strongly associated with per capita income growth” . Also Grossman 
and Helpman(1991) state that open economies extract larger benefits from foreign 
research and development than less open economies thus observed high growth 
rates.
However, the recent move towards openness, there still remains controver­
sies regarding some aspects of trade policies. One important point of debate is 
whether trade liberalization poicies have played an important role in the perfor­
mance o f the outward-oriented economies. Jeffry Sachs(1987) studied the neces­
sity of trade liberalization as a component of successful outward oriented policies 
and argued that the success of East Asian countries was due to export promoting 
policies in an enviroment where imports had not been fully liberalized. How­
ever Rodriguez and Rodrik(1999) stated that the relationship between opennc.ss 
and growth remains very much an open question, and argued that the empirical 
strategies used to demonstrate the link between openness and growth have seri­
ous shortcomings. Lance Taylor(1991,pll9) offered a stronger view and he argued 
that there are no great benefits even possible losses in following open trade and 
capital market strategies.
Secondly, I study the idea that capital account liberalization has different 
impacts on total factor productivity growth compared against simple trade lib­
eralization. After payment crises in 1979, Turkey moved to an outward-oriented 
growth strategy through liberalizing its economy. There are two particular pe­
riods of liberalization in Turkey: firstly commodity trade liberalization which 
took place between 1980-1988, secondly financial liberalization between 1989- 
1998. Major characteristics of the trade liberalization are reduction of (luaiitity 
restrictions in imports, reduction in tariffs for majority of imports and sharp re­
duction in real wages. Also export incentives and subsidies were heavily used in 
the first half of 1980’s which, with the help of above factors, led to a shift in 
industrial mix from capital and investment goods, to export-oriented consumer 
goods. During the period of trade liberalization GDP growth was around 6.5
percent per annum. Another question that can be asked is whether the growth in 
GDP is due to accumulation of factors of production by creating a surplus from 
reduction in real wages or rather improvements in productivity.
The second phase of liberalization has started in 1989 when the policies of 
trade liberalization of earlier years caused increases in public deficit, inflation, 
domestic and foreign debt. As a result, real exchange rate was left to appreciate 
and domestic currency declared to be convertible. Also capital account was fully 
liberalized. Another question to ask is whether growth in total factor productivity 
responded positively over different phases of liberalization and is there a structural 
change in total factor productivity between the two periods. This will clarify the 
effects of different policies on total factor productivity formation in Turkey.
The organisation of the thesis is as follows; Chapter 2 presents a survey 
of academic interest on structure and dynamics of total factor productivity in 
Turkey. Chapter 3 introduces the methodology and the sources of the data used. 
Chapter 4 presents the results and interprets. Chapter 5 concludes.
Aim of this thesis is to explain the growth and productivity dynamics of the 
Turkish economy in the period 1968-1997. Previous studies generally focused 
on the iiiaiiulacturing sector only. In this study by introducing translog CI)P 
function approach we calculate economy wide productivity in Turkish economy.
2 Literature Survey
In this study I focus on the sources and evaluation of the economic growth of 
the Turkish economy over the period 1968-1998.  ^ In this thirty-year, period 
Turkish economy underwent several structural changes; starting from an inward­
looking, relatively closed economy to an open economy, which is fully linked with 
global markets. In order to make a correct analysis of the TFP growth in Turkish 
economy one must carefully analyze its thirty-year history.
In this thirty year history Turkish economy experienced three distinct phases: 
First inward looking import substitution phase, second commodity trade liber­
alization and finally financial liberalization and complete deregulation of capital 
account. The effects of different phases to the growth in Turkish economy are an­
other point of interest. Below I give a brief summary of the evolution of Turkish 
economy in the period 1968-1998.
2.1 The Macroeconomic Environment since late 1960’s
During the period from early 1960’s to late 1970’s Turkey followed import substi­
tution industrialization as a development strategy. This strategy was formulated 
through five-year plans and annual programs, which were begun in 1963. This 
continuous investment drive led to high growth rates which are averaged 4,3
percent per annum. The two factors, which thought to limit investments, were 
^This section is summarized from Borotav, Yeldan, Kose (1999) and Uygur (1993).
insufficiency of domestic savings and foreign exchange earnings. It was difficult 
to increase foreign exchange earnings due to fixed exchange rates and due to low- 
income elasticity of exports [Uygur (1993)]. Therefore import substitution was 
thought to be the easiest way to escape from the foreign exchange constraints.
The investment drive that is stated above was financed partly by an increase in 
domestic private savings and partly by remittances of the migrant Turkish workers 
in the European countries. Foreign borrowing was another tool for financing 
investment since it was relatively easy for Turkey as Turkish economy looked 
promising with high growth rates.
The foreign exchange shortages began in early 1970’s due to several inter­
nal and external reasons. First, import substitution strategy had resulted in a 
sustained increase in imported raw materials and capital goods. Second, the 
petroleum shock of 1973-1974 increased the import bill sharply and this also was 
refiected to industry as increased production costs. Finally, the workers remit­
tances, which were used to finance investments, began to decline sharply from 
1975 onwards.
Because of the above reasons trade and current deficit began to rise, and in 
1977 they reached all time high values. The rising current account deficits were 
financed by depletion of foreign exchange reserves and by short-term borrowing. 
The share of the short-term debt reached 8,3 percent in 1973, 24,5 percent in 
1975 and 54 percent in 1977. The GDP growth was negative for the first time 
since decades and inflation reached 71 percent in 1979. The above indicators 
show that Turkish economy was in full-fledged economic and social crisis at the
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end of 1970’s.
Financing foreign exchange shortages by foreign borrowing continued until 
1978 when private and official lenders, including multilateral organizations such 
as OECD, IMF and World Bank, became unwilling to lend foreign exchange 
funds. Unable to pay its debts, Turkey fell into international insolvency. In 
the 1978- 1980 period, activity in the manufacturing industry sharply declined, 
investments halted and unemployment increased to high levels.
2.2 First phase of liberalization and export led growth: 
1981-1988
In 1980, a market oriented reform package has started. A series of changes and 
measures were introduced to overcome the 1977-1979 foreign exchange crises by 
integrating with world markets. The unwilling multilateral organizations of the 
past few years were now the psychological and financial supporters of the lib­
eralization program. There were basically two reasons for the support of the 
multilateral organizations to the stabilization program. Firstly, the stabilization 
program was in line with the program that was proposed by the IMF. Secondly, 
it was an outward oriented reform package, which aim to liberalize the Turkish 
economy [Uygur (1993)].
First aim of the program was to reduce infiation without causing a contraction 
in production or in other words without lowering economic growth. Secondly, the
program aimed to promote exports through continuous adjustments of the ex­
change rate and subsidies. Import liberalization was introduced in gradual stages 
because of fear of high trade deficit concerns. The third aim of the program was 
financial liberalization, which targeted to increase domestic savings and invest­
ments. The final aim, which was considered in the long run, was to liberalize 
foreign capital movements and to make Turkish Lira convertible.
The stabilization program started with the correction of misalignment in 
prices and elimination disequilibria in money markets. To do this a devaluation 
reaching 100 percent was made and government controlled prices were increased 
likewise. The results of above actions led to three digit inflation rate at 107,2 
percent in 1980.
The prior aim of the stabilization program was export promotion. In this 
period a considerable support was given to export manufacturing industry in 
the form of subsidized credits, duty-free allowances and tax rebates. During the 
period 1980-1984, exchange rate policy was used as another tool for promoting 
exports. Another significant economic policy characteristic of this period was 
decrease in real wages. In this period the share of wage labor in private manu­
facturing value added declined from 27,5 percent to 17,1 percent and in public 
manufacturing from 25 percent to 13 percent. The suppression in real wages had 
two effects; firstly, it reduced the domestic demand to create a production surplus 
that can be exported, secondly, it reduced the labor cost in all industry.
From 1980 to 1987 exports have risen 19,7 percent per annum and the share 
of manufacturing exports in total increased from 36 percent to about 79 percent.
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GDP also followed an upward trend and increased 5,4 percent per annum after 
the 1978-1980 depression. However, Icannot observe the same pattern in fixed 
investments. The growth of private fixed investments was only 2,1 percent per 
annum. This increased the concerns about the sustainability of the export-led 
growth mechanism. The government relied on the assumption that financial 
liberalization would stimulate private savings, which would increase the funds for 
investments, but these did not materialize in the extent that is desired [Uygur 
(1993)].
Another target of the stabilization program was import liberalization. As I 
mentioned earlier, the government approached import liberalization in a gradual 
and cautious manner because of balance of payments reasons. There were minor 
changes in 1980 and 1981, but the major change came at the end of 1983 when 
the quantitative restrictions on a large proportion of imports were removed and 
tariffs were lowered especially on intermediate goods and raw materials. The 
above changes led to a jump in imports and a large trade deficit over 10 billion 
US dollars, which stopped the further reductions in tariff rates.
The first changes in the context of financial liberalization were made in 1980 
when the ceilings on interest rates were abolished. In 1981 the Central Bank was 
authorized to make daily adjustments on exchange rates. In 1983, the residents 
allowed to open foreign exchange deposits with commercial banks. The first sign 
of current account liberalization came in 1984 when some restrictions on foreign 
exchange transactions were eased. However there were no major changes in this 
area till 1989.
Overall inflation record of the stabilization program was poor. Although it 
fell to an average of 36,2 percent during the period of 1981-1986 with the help 
of restrictive fiscal and monetary policies, it was generally high and reached to 
a level of 70 percent in 1988. After a negative rate in 1980, the GDP growth 
averaged 5,2 percent during the 1981-1986 period. The best achievement of the 
1980 stabilization program was export growth. Export revenues were tripled 
during this period.
Increased foreign debt meaning increased costs for debt financing, high infla­
tion rates and slowdown both in export revenues and GDP growth rates were 
signaling that export-led growth period was coming to an end. The above indi­
cators showed that the stabilization program reached its economical and political 
limits in 1988.
2.3 Second Phase of Liberalization: Capital Account Open­
ing and Populism
Economic policies became expansionist at the close of 1980’s. The leading party 
left aside the stabilization part of the 1980 adjustment program to regain po])u- 
larity. First sign of the return to populism was the fast recovery of the real wage 
earnings in 1989. Real wages in manufacturing industry were increased by 90 
percent from 1989 to 1991.
Other important events that occurred in 1989 were complete deregulation of
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the foreign capital transactions and declaration of Turkish Lira as fully convertible 
in foreign exchange markets. This opened the way of foreign capital inflows to 
the domestic economy. Such inflows enabled the financing of increasing public 
sector deficits and also provided relief on inflationary pressures by cheapening 
import costs.
During 1992 and 1993 public sector deficits kept rising and Turkey was in a 
high interest rate-repressed exchange rate trap.Government used to finance the 
rising public sector deficits by foreign borrowing. However, starting in autumn 
1993, foreign creditors warned that they would not finance the deficits of Turkey 
at the same pace and scale, as they looked unsustainable. This opened the way 
for a new financial crisis.The current account deficit increased from 3,5 percent 
of GNP in 1985-88, to 6 percent of GNP in 1990-93.
This instable economic environment led to a crisis in the last quarter of 1993 
when current account deficits and currency appreciation reached unprecedented 
levels. Then from November 1993 onwards there was a rush to foreign exchange, 
followed by the reduction in the credit rating of Turkey by the international in­
stitutions. This closed all the way for foreign borrowing. To keep the exchange 
rate within the limits. Central Bank intervened in the foreign exchange mar­
ket by selling its reserves, but this did not stop the rush to foreign exchange. 
From November 1993 to march 1994, Central Bank’s foreign exchange reserves 
decreased from 7 billion dollars to 3,3 billion dollars. On the other hand demand 
for treasury bills was diminishing at the going interest rates, showing the lack 
of trust in the government. Since foreign borrowing was not available for the 
government, domestic borrowing was its only option. However government was
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unable to borrow in the domestic market because of the financial turbulence in 
the market. Domestic borrowing was resumed in March 1994 when government 
can issue three-month bills at an annual compound rate of 406 percent which 
amount to a real interest rate larger than 100 percent.
The crisis hit the real sector really bad. The decline in manufacturing produc­
tion in 1994 was nearly 8 percent. The inflation rate reached to a new an all time 
record of 120,7 percent and remained high at a level of 70-80percent in the follow­
ing years. On April 5, 1994 a new stabilization program was announced. Similar 
to the 1980 stabilization program, an important element in the stabilization pro­
gram was the reduction of domestic demand. Coupled with high exchange rate 
the reduction in domestic demand was expected to lead to an increase in exports. 
The increase in export revenues enabled the financing of public sector deficits in 
the absence of foreign borrowing.
In the post 1989 period, the main driving force of the economic growth was 
short-term foreign capital. The real appreciation of Turkish Lira increased the in­
vestment demand by cheapening the cost of imported capital goods and imported 
materials. On the other hand, high real interest rates made a negative impact 
on investments, which led to a volatile investment pattern. Another important 
characteristic of the post 1989 period was worsening of income distribution. 'I'lie 
real wage in manufacturing industry fell by approximately 29 percent between the 
last quarter of 1993 and second quarter of 1996. This signaled that Turkey once 
again turned back to export-led growth strategy by reducing domestic demand 
and cheapening labor costs.
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Finally, in 1999 the government signed a letter of intent with the IMF aiming 
towards a comprehensive reform. The pillars of the reform were lowering high 
inflation rate and reducing high fiscal deficits. At the time of writing this thesis, 
first 6 months of the stabilization program was completed.
3 Methodology and Data Sources
3.1 Methodology
Denote F‘ as the set of techonologically feasiable combinations of net output and 
primary inputs.
Define the economy’s period t gross domestic function (GDP) g ‘^ by;
g^{p,v) =  maxyip.y : (y,v)  e F‘) (1)
where p = (p i,......,Pn) > Oat is a positive vector of net output prices that producers
face, y = (y i,......yn) the N dimensional vector of net outputs that can be produced
given that producers utilize M dimensional vector of inputs v=(r;i,......u,„) >  Oa/.
Thus y‘ (p,v) is the maximum value of gross domestic product given that the vector 
of primary inputs are available and given the period t aggregate technology at 
set r*.
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For later use it is time to introduce the envelope properties of the gdp function 
g*·. Let be the non-negative price vector during period t, and be the
corresponding vectors of net outputs and primary inputs, respectively. Under the 
assumption that producers are competitively profit maximizing and production 
function is differentiable at we have the following relationship;
y' =  ^ p 9 \ p 'y ) (2)
where =  (5^ 7S p i,......denotes the first order partial derivatives
with respect to price vector p.
Also, let > Om denotes the vector of non-negative primary inputs, then 
from Diewert (1974;pl40) we have the following relationship between w\v^ and
(3)
where V g^  ^ is the gradient vector of with respect to primary inputs vector v.
After defining gdp function it is the time to define the theoretical productivity 
index. Our purpose here is to decompose gdp growth into level effects and rate 
effects. Level effects are those related with changes in p and v which are assumed 
to be one time effects. The rate effect has long run effects. They are assumed to 
be interdependent. Then period t theoretical productivity index is;
14
R ^ ^ g \ p , v ) / g ^  ^(p,v) (4)
R^{p,v) is the percentage increase in gdp valued at reference prices p, and 
input levels v. There are many potential indices one for each reference point 
but all of them are unobservable without the explicit knowledge of the functional 




where is a Laspeyres type theoretical productivity index which uses period 
t-1 as a reference and Rp is a Paasche type productivity index which uses pe­
riod t reference prices and quantities. The interpretation of both indices is the 
proportional increase in the gross domestic product that occured solely due to 
improvement in technology or the organisation of product. Again, the numerator 
of the former and the denominator of the latter are unobservable.
Diewert’s contribution is that if g*· can be approximated by a Taylor series 
expansion in logs, then the geometric mean of above two indices
R t,t - i  — {R*l * R p ) (6)
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can be evaluated without knowledge of parameters of g^{p\v^). In other words, 
we can evaluate the geometric mean of R i ,R p  if we can assume the following 
translog form for for all periods t= 0 ,l ......T under consideration;
lng\p, u) =  a\lnpi +  1/2 ^  J ]]  aijlnpilnpj +  /9^/ηυ,η (7)
г 3
1/2 Σ η  Σ ί  Στη 'Yim^ '^ Pd'^ '^ n
i, j  =  A , N , S , E  ]τη,η — K , L with restrictions
Σ^· Oij — 1 ; ~  1 i Σ ι  ~  0 ’> Σ η  ~  0 i
^ij ~  0 i Στη ~   ^ > βπιη ~  βητη !
Σ τ  ~   ^ > Στη ~  ^
Note that first order parameters of 5* depend on time but second order parameters 
are restricted to be constant over time.
T h eorem  Suppose g*' and g*'~^  are defined by (7) and there is compettitive profit 
maximizing behaviour in each period . Then the geometric mean of the two pro­
ductivity indices are defined by (5) is precisely equal to the translog implicit output 
index divided by the translog input index between periods t-1 and t ; i.e.
16
, J { R i * R ‘p) = pt-l(pi-l^ ^ i-l)




a = p t - l y t - l
g\p, v)
g^-^{p,v) (9)




l n c = Y  l / 2 ( ' ^
m = l
1/y^  1m _|_ VIn ^
t - \ ( 11)
Intuitively, in (8) the numerator is the total change in gdp, the denominator 
captures the changes in prices and input levels. Thus what is left over from the 
calculation is the residual or change due to technological improvement.
P r o o f  Since we will carry our analysis in discrete variables here we will give a 
proof in the presence of discrete variables. The proof is developed by Denny and 
Fuss (1983a,b) by using Diewert’s (1976,p ll8 )  quadratic approxiarnation lemma. 
Here we will proceed by Diewert’s quadratic approxiamation lemma.
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I f  f { z )  =  flo +  o f  z +  XjlzF Az
then
H z ' )  -  f { z ° )  =  l / 2 ( v / ( z ' )  +  V /(z » ) )  ( 2· -  2» ) (12)
where V denotes the gradient. That is the right hand side of the (12) is change in 
function between two points 2° andz^ . Using time subscripts (12) is obviously;
/ ( 2‘ ) -  / ( 2- )  =  1/ 2 ( 5 :  (^1 -  ^ r } )  0 3 )
After introducing the Diewert’s quadratic approxiamation lemma , we can 
proceed with the strategy of the proof; Firstly note that (8) can be expressed as
and then we will apply above quadratic lemma to
lng\p\vt) -  lng\p^ )^
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and likewise to the second ratio in (8). These result will be (9).
=  1/ 2 E  ( g  .  (Mp. -  M p - - )
+1/2 E ' 6/np‘ Qlng  d lln v i  Blnv, l n v \ - l n v \  ^ ^ + 1 /2 1
'^Ing^  ^ Qlng'
~ d T ' '
l- l
dt t - t  +  1)
Therefore substituting for terms;




^ = - e r
we obtain;
_  1 /n V '  iPiV  ^ , Pi n /O <
where (1/ 2) (p‘ +  p‘ *) is the average rate of technological change.
Next we need to show the relationship between (8) and above equation. Consider 





InE =  - 1 / 2 ^lng\p\v^) -  Ing^ p*·
Now, apply the quadratic approximation lemma to above equation;
 ^ i  ^^  m. Til /
Next return to (8) and do the same thing for the second term i.e;
F = ^  )g^{p\v^)
InF =  -l/2(j,ng\p\v^) -  lng\p^~\v^~' )^^
'"^ = -v 2 (i /2 E (g -i ;i ;)< n | r « A E (= ^m I \  i
Therefore the second term in (8) is;
'g*^{p^~^g*'~^{p^~^, v ~^^ )
g {^p\v )^ g -i(p^’,V  ) = = ^ M l n E  +  lnF)
P /  (^  / 2 ^  (p y + p t - iy t - i j^ ^ p t - i+  u ;V
+  ^ /2  V  +  1/2 V
-  (^ /o V "  /PiPi . P»· , 1 /o / < d 4  , '4
=  ea;p( — {Inb +  Inc))) =  (5c) ^
where
A,N,S,E
lnb= ^  1/2 
i=l
PiPi ^  p.‘ v^l ^
p ty t p t - l y t - l In ±p‘-^
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and
Inc wt, \ /_ X 1 / 9 1  yyi m I m m j /
\ lu'u* /  Vm= l   ^ ^
Zn i-l
Thus l /2 (  p* +  /9* ^)=Ina-lnb-lnc 
So, we conclude that
lnRt,t-i =  p =  l/2(p ‘ +  -  Zn6 -  Inc ~  (14)
_  1/ 2 ( ( l n 4 j )  - E  1/ 2 ( ( l n 4 \
and
Znilt,t_i = p = l/2(p‘ + p‘+^ ) (15)
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3.2 Sources of data
The economy was aggregated into four major sectors; agriculture(A), industry(N), 
services(S) and energy-mining(E). The industrial sectors includes manufacturing 
and construction, service sector includes transportation, commerce, communica­
tion, government services, finance and business services, mining and energy are 
aggregated to a single major sector.
Data on Turkish economy were obtained for the period 1968-1998. Total 
and sectoral values of GDP were obtained from the State Planning Organisa­
tion.Sectoral Wholesale Price Indices were obtained from State Institute of Stati.s- 
tics.
Data on annual gross fixed capital investments was obtained from the State 
Planning Organisation. Firstly I aggregated data using the perpetual inventory 
method. I take the 1958-1968 period gross fixed investments to calculate a ref­
erence capital stock for the year 1968. The justification behind this is that as 
capital stock depreciates by time, the effect of capital stock in 1958 diminishes 
till 1968 , thus it is assumed that what determines the capital stock in 1968 is 
only annual capital investments till 1958. After calculating a reference capital 
stock for the year 1968, the capital stock for the other years w(!ie calculat(!(l by 
using a 6 percent depreciation rate. In perpetual inventory method current ycar‘s 
capital stock is depreciated by a proper depreciation rate and that year's gross 
fixed investment is added to calculate next year's capital stock. Then it was ob­
served that this caused a bias in capital stock values since an upward trend was
22
observed in capital output ratios because the effect of the capital stock in 1958 
is not elaminated fully. Thus, I conclude that a reference capital stock value was 
needed for the year 1968 to elaminate the bias observed in previous calculation. I 
examined the recent studies including World Bank reports, OECD reports, stud­
ies o f Celasun (1977) and I obtained a reference point for capital stock value from 
Ozmucur (1991)  ^ . A ratio of 4,1 of capital to GDP is used to calculate the 
capital stock of the year 1968. This ratios is fairly average as compared with 
the ratios obtained from the studies that previously cited. Then again the yearly 
gross fixed investments are aggregated by using 6 percent depreciation rate and 
as a result the capital stock values for the period 1968-1997 is obtained.
Finally the data on labour force and wages of workers were obtained from the 
state institute of statistics.
4 Results
The equations 9 to 11 were applied to the data and results are calculated and 
reported in table 1. As seen from the table, the rate of growth of GDP averaged 
5,87 percent per annum over the 1968-1997 period. In the first, i)liase of analysis 
in the period 1968-1980, GDP growth was relatively small averaging 3,64 pcaccmt 
per annum. In the first phase of liberalization from 1981 to 1989, GDP growth
accelerated and averaged up to 6,48 percent per annum and in the last period 
^This data is obtained from the Boğaziçi University, Department of Economics working 
paper of S. Ozmucur. (1991)
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it averaged 5,57 percent. Over this thirty-year period, the prices in services 
relative to agriculture, industry and energy-mining tended to rise and contributed 
about 0,18 percent to growth in GDP on average. In fact, except energy-mining, 
the price in all sectors contributed positively to the GDP growth. However the 
contribution of all output prices relative to the contribution of labor and capital 
were small averaging 0,368 percent per annum. Growth in the quantity of labor 
and capital accounted for roughly 75 percent of the average annual growth in 
GDP over the period 1968-1997. According to the results, prior to 1980 the only 
driving force behind the GDP growth was capital accumulation. In this period 
TFP growth was negative and contribution of output prices were relatively small. 
The contribution of labor was generally small accounting on average to the 10 
percent of the growth in GDP. There was a sharp decline in the contribution of 
capital in the period 1981-1989 but later it returned back to its original levels. 
As I said before the contribution of capital was always high in the period under 
attention, it sloweddown in the 1981-1989 period but later it again raised to high 
levels.
The overall TFP growth in the Turkish economy over the period 1968-1997 
averaged 1,1 percent per annum. Prior to 1980 the TFP growth avcragcid a 
negative value of 1 percent per annum. TFP growth rose noticeably after 1980, 
reaching a high of 3,69 percent per annum in the 1981-1989 period. The decline 
in capital’s contribution was compensated by the increase in TFP growth, which 
led to a high growth rate in GDP (6,46 percent per annum).
Given these results, I found that growth has different characteristics over the 
two distinct phases of liberalization. As seen clearly from the results in table 1,
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trade liberalization has better effects on TFP growth compared to capital account 
liberalization. In the period of commodity liberalization, TFP growth averaged 
3,7 percent per annum and accounted to roughly 40 percent of the growth in GDP, 
whereas both its contribution and level declined in the second phase averaging 28 
percent and 1,57 percent per annum respectively. Therefore our results suggest 
that trade liberalization has better effects on TFP growth compared to financial 
liberalization.
In order to test the relation between openness and productivity growth, a 
regression analysis is carried out in addition to TFP results. I choose export 
and import volumes as a share of GDP as the indicators of openness of Turkish 
economy and TFP findings are regressed on them. Also an interactive dummy is 
defined to investigate the effect of the increase in exports in trade liberalization 
period. The regression results are presented in Table 3. I failed to find a strong, 
well defined relation between the TFP growth rate and openness of Turkish econ­
omy. Trade volme as a percentage of GDP is not significant. Two-year lagged 
exports and imports are found to be the only significant variables. However 
the coefiicent of the imports in the regression is negative, which does not make 
sense. Also the interactive dummy previously defined is not significant, in tlui 
regression analysis. As a result I could not find enough econometric evidence to 
support the hypoyheses that openness promotes TFP growth. However results of 
non-parametric study I carried out in previous sections shows a positive relation 
between openness and TFP growth. Prior to 1980, when the Turkish economy 
was relatively closed one, TFP growth averaged a negative value of 1 percent. 
After the commodity liberalization TFP growth increased to an all time high of 
3,7 percent, declined in the period of financial liberalization but never reaching
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previous low levels. Therefore, our results from the non-parametric study showed 
that there is a positive relation between openness and TFP growth in Turkish 
economy over the period 1968-1997.
As a result, I found that the high TFP growth performance in Turkey ( 
found in non-parametric analysis) could not be explained by openness alone. 
The insufficency of openness to explain growth was discussed by many authors 
such as Edwards (1993), Rodriguez and Rodrik (1999). They investigated the 
popular empirical studies which aimed to find a positive relation between openness 
and growth. They argued that the empirical studies used to ascertain the link 
between openness and growth have serious shortcomings. Also they claimed that 
the indicators used to explain openness are not quite significant in the regression 
analysis and they further claimed that these are highly correleted with other 
macroeconomic variables such as exchange rate policy, structural reforms and 
price reforms. My results confirm their findings in the case of Turkish economy. 
There was a high productivity growth in Turkey which could not be explained 
by openness alone. Other macroeconomic variables such as exchange rate policy, 
structural reforms and price adjustments may be the other factors which lead to 
high productivity growth.
5 Conclusion
This study focuses on the sources and evaluation of economic growth of the Turk­
ish economy over the period 1968-1997. Outputs are aggregated into four sectors.
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agriculture, industry, services and energy-mining. Inputs are aggregated in to two 
primary factors of production- capital and labor. In my approach I obtained the 
non-parametric estimates of total factor productivity by using translog GDP func­
tion approach. In general, the evolution of the Turkish economy is characterized 
by capital accumulation except the 1981-1989 period where the growth in TFP 
was the main driving force behind economic growth. In the whole period TFP 
growth rate was small averaging around 1 percent.
More specifically, the growth accounting results showed that, on average over 
the period, the order of importance in contributing the growth are growth in 
capital stock, growth in labor and growth in total factor productivity. During the 
first period, 52 percent of the growth was due to transitional component showing 
that Turkish economy was relatively away from its long-run equilibrium in the 
early years. In the first phase of liberalization, contribution of capital decline 
and transitional component decreased substantially showing some convergence 
to steady state. Later in second phase of liberalization, this convergence trend 
diminished and capital’s contribution increased becoming the main force behind 
the economic growth once again.
Our regression results failed to find a strong and well-defined relation between 
openness and TFP growth. I used exports and imports as a percentage of GDP 
for the indicators of openness. Two-year lagged exports and imports are the only 
significant variables in the regression analysis. However, the coeificent of the 
imports is negative which does mot make much sense. On the other hand, the 
results of non-parametric analysis show a positive relation between openness and 
TFP growth. In the first phase of liberalization when Turkish economy completed
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its first part of integration with world markets TFP growth recorded the highest 
value of the period 1968-1997 around 3,7 percent. Later there was a decline in 
the growth rate of TFP but never fell down the low levels of pre-liberalization 
period. Therefore non-parametric estimation results suggest that there is a posi­
tive relation between openness and TFP growth. Our results confirmed the ones 
of Rodrik and Rodriguez (1999) that, productivity growth can not be explained 
by openness alone. Other macroeconomic variables that can explain the produc­
tivity performance in the period of trade liberalization may be structural refoms, 
price adjustments and exchange rate policies. Trade liberalization is not just the 
elamination of restrictions on exports and imports but also consists of structural 
reforms and competitive exchange rate policies. These may explain the high 
productivity performance in the period of trade liberalization.
The evolution of TFP growth has different characteristics over different pe­
riods of liberalization. TFP growth recorded the highest value and became the 
driving force of the economic growth in the period of liberalization whereas in 
second period of liberalization TFP growth rate slowdown and its contribution 
to growth declined. Therefore I can say that capital account liberalization has 
distinguishing characteristics making different impact on total factor producti\'i(y 
compared against simple trade liberalization.
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Accounting for Growth in Real GDP, Average Annual Rates in Percent.
period gdp  grow th sta tic  effects  on  GDP grow th  due  to rate  effect
a g r . price ind . price ser . price ene-m in  price labor capita l TFP  grow th
1968-1980 0.03640 0.00077 0.00073 0.00104 - 0.00001 0.00352 0.03800 - 0.00955
1981-1988 0.06475 0.00060 0.00111 0.00147 0.00001 0.00178 0.03796 0.03688
1989-1997 0.05586 0.00090 0.00171 0.00299 0.00000 0.00306 0.04860 0.01565
1968-1997 0.05870 0.00076 0.00114 0.00177 0.00000 0.00313 0.04124 0.01076
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Inc total TFP growth Inb agr Inb ind Inb ser Inb min enr Inc labour Inc capital
1968
1969 0.03179 0.00064 0.02665 0.00451 0.00047 - 0.00002 0.00027 - 0.00007 0.00306 0.02358
1970 0.02656 0.00077 0.03083 -0.00504 0.00021 0.00031 0.00031 - 0.00006 0.00324 0.02760
1971 0.05882 0.00139 0.02531 0.03212 0.00044 0.00042 0.00057 - 0.00004 0.00559 0.01972
1972 0.03455 0.00134 0.03255 0.00065 0.00036 0.00046 0.00055 - 0.00002 0.00377 0.02878
1973 0.03868 0.00210 0.03884 -0.00225 0.00101 0.00035 0.00075 - 0.00002 0.00393 0.03490
1974 0.06626 0.00247 0.04033 0.02346 0.00108 0.00044 0.00094 0.00000 0.00228 0.03805
1975 0.15176 0.00109 0.05815 0.09252 0.00042 0.00023 0.00043 0.00001 0.00271 0.05544
1976 0.08010 0.00167 0.07214 0.00629 0.00032 0.00069 0.00065 0.00001 0.00702 0.06513
1977 - 0.00390 0.00243 0.06262 -0.06894 0.00080 0.00055 0 .00105“ 0 . 00002" 0.00313 0.05949
1978 - 0.03150 0.00447 0.04596 -0.08192 0.00138 0.00123 0.00183 0.00002 0.00331 0.04265
1979 - 0.00295 0.00605 0.03809 -0.04709 0.00128 0.00236 0.00239 0 .00003“ 0.00261 0.03548
1980 - 0.03625 0.00592 0.02671 -0.06888 0.00141 0 .00 'l 69 0.00279 0.00003 0.00159 0.02511
1981 0.11880 0.00327 0.02499 0.09053 0.00073 0.00123 0.00130 0.00002 0.00185 0.02314
1982 0.04184 0.00188 0.02153 0.01844 0.00035 0.00043 0.00108 0.00002 0.00176 0.01976
1983 0.03413 0.00260 0.02253 0.00900 0.00059 0.00088 0.00113 0.00001 0.00258 0.01995
1984 0.07719 0.00392 0.02176 0.05151 0.00096 0.00120 0.00175 0.00001 0.00269 0.01907
1985“ 0.11844 0.00333 0.05360 0.06152 0.00065 0.00108 0.00159 0.00001 0.00272 0.05088
1986 0.13203 0.00249 0.06064 0.06890 0.00044 0.00095 0.00109 0.00001 0.00325 0.05739
1987 0.04906 0.00305 0.06192 -0.01591 0.00048 0.00103 0.00154 0.00001 0.00215 0.05977
1988 0.07266 0.00505 0.05653 0.01108 0.00064 0.00209 0.00231 0.00001 0.00390 0.05263
1989 0.06411 0.00499 0.05104 0.00807 0.00091 0.00166 0.00242 0.00000 0.00223 0.04881
1990 0.14488 0.00419 0.05859 0.08210 0.00091 0.00126 0.00202 0.00000 0.00386 0.05473
1991 0.04956 0.00437 0.04639 -0.00120 0.00067 0.00142 0.00228 0.00000 0.00036 0.04603
1992 0.03743 0.00513 0.04348 -0.01118 0.00074 0.00152 0.00287 0.00000 0.00044 0.04304
1993 0.15499 0.00466 0.06348 0.08686 0.00074 0.00143 0.00249 0.00000 0.00645 0.05703
1994 0.00105 0.00265 0.00448 0.00000 0.00770 0.03922
1995 0.06523 0.00670 0.05330 0.00523 0.00122 0.00193 0.00356 0.00000 0.00843 0.04486
19k 0.00450 0.00627 0.05215 -0.05392 0.00094 0.00165 0.00368 0.00000 0.00149 0.05066
1997 0.06468 0.00591 0.04954 0.00923 0.00092 0.00185 0.00314 0.00000 - 0.00345 0 .05299"
average 0.05870 0.00367 0.04427 0.01076 0.00076 0.00114 0.00177 0.00000 0.00313 0.04124
1: Ina is the change in real GDP.2: Inb is the contribution of output prices to GDP growth.3: In c is the contribution of the changes in the quantity levels of capital and labor.
* labor force is in number of people all other in million TL. 33
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AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY SERVICES ENERGY MINING
1968 114354362.52 13536000 0.01 152739.80 26053331.75 140407694.27 65499.26 44194.20 54345.63 3010.20
1969 117691641.85 13768000 0.01 158182.71 24920357.23 142611999.08 71606.40" 50604.92 61193.74 3572.00
1970 121745152.84 14011000 0.01 205387.12 29541419.75 151286572.59 76759.40 57003.45 72641.68 3866.30
1971 124789808.71 14405000 0.02 266074.66 32712733.29 157502542.00 90609.60 70086.40 95163.19 5066.60
1972 129362115.26 14679000 0.02 290044.91 30883258.15 160245373.41 99157.60 86595.00 119595.29 6162.50
1973 135062980.03 14985000 0.02 356843.95 31398347.72 166461327.75 123567.90 110075.60 152234.02 7032.30
1974 141531765.31 15169000 0.03 463015.95 32101308.79 173633074.10 178525.10 139419.10 205460.36 9574.50
1975 151634504.70 15380000 0.04 635464.28 39554137.95 191188642.65 228010.60 142575.70 271010.09 12702.60
1976 164880416.86 15873000 0.06 969710.80 51442095.69 216322512.55 267743.90 242070.60 350813.11 16424.60
1977 178233204.49 16085000 0.08 1321070.95 54558684.47 232791888.95 332051.70 314776.30 472353.93 20417.20
1978 188357776.02 16320000 0.12 1996485.50 53666499.08 242024275.10 503090.30 467597.00 689069.94 28027.30
1979 197020537.30 16523000 0.19 3207962.12 49235244.66 246255781.96 775265.20 867160.60 1225201.54 53110.40
1980 203206800.17 16664000 0.32 5358933.86 43228055.08 246434855.24 1367584.80 1620114.30 2294136.95 116087.10
1981 209017396.96 16837000 0.46 7773896.19 46750674.53 255768071.49 1909056.00 2535769.60 3513854.20 197255.10
1982 214107615.44 17004000 0.56 9592487.62 45297072.81 259404688.25 2345403.00 3374168.90 4686533.25 296855.10
1983 219332594.98 17260000 0.71 12256299.80 45184705.36 264517300.34 2908358.65 4485202.30 6433726.81 386374.70
1984 224389170.47 17547000 0.93 16403786.76 41297979.69 265687150.16 4663678.60 6724005.80 10008133.46 659519.80
1985 238252200.31 17865000 1.29 23131074.99 41089949.83 279342150.14 6910473.00 10981862.40 16006309.41 1196836.00
1986 254807927.61 18268000 1.69 30857542.11 42978187.53 297786115.15 9966909.30 18319075.40 22584688.68 1666272.00
1987 273257244.90 18541000 2.51 46595968.80 46595073.90 319852318.80 13314271.40 26154035.80 36290194.10 2957091.00
1988 290599503.97 19048000 4.12 78469809.06 48792371.15 339391875.12 22302811.30 45517140.20 62915728.30 5186144.80
1989 307882710.53 19324000 8.44 163042977.73 61446104.94 369328815.47 37703929.15 76856018.50 108854070.70 9033281.30
1990 329193427.37 19738000 16.35 322795912.94 81325701.97 410519129.33 68692041.00 124272291.80 205758067.50 14013889.00
1991 349285802.66 19770000 35.27 697267254.62 115149667.06 464435469.72 96074496.80 207075750.40 349929805.66 23600871.00
1992 369631510.50 19806000 56.93 1127627450.18 111414134.88 481045645.38 163826636.90 352297922.80 616071095.50 43548849.40
1993 398238404.48 20357000 96.16 1957630459.53 124597204.94 522835609.42 305524945.00 626420039.40 1127966702.40 73263703.70
1994 418592102.63 21106000 159.15 3359019900.00 96964864.57 515556967.21 598168762.00 1245125848.40 2185797583.30 166279303.90
1995 442349927.12 22078000 299.19 6605434612.40 101430412.21 543780339.33 1218178130.90 2427065263.40 4367185816.50 290713983.60
1996 470630121.45 22259000 566.80 12616452650.59 102261959.66 572892081.11 2489773564.00 4423730765.00 8683581191.00 593494143.00
1997 501753174.91 21818000 1026.18 22389264023.33 100235924.16 601989099.06 4170001098.00 9036426075.00 13397595688.00 1026598774.00
* labor force is in number of people, all others are in millions TL. 34
Table 3
Data used in calculations
Total output WPI
agricultur
WPI WPI WPI WPI capitaldef CWPI
agricultur
CWPI CWPI CWPI CWPI
Total output in1987 prices e industry mining energy total 1987=1 e industry mining energy total
163515.09 27891307.93 0.74 0.58 0.57 0.36 0.59 0 .6"6 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.07
182759.86 28792281.55 0.83 0.58 0.61 0.36 0.63 0.00 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.07
205566.83 29567267.56 0.88 0.64 0.66 0.41 0.70 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.05
255060.99 31358649.86 0.99 0.75 0.81 0.48 0.81 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06
304862.39 32460986.62 1.10 0.88 0.95 0.55 0.94 0.00 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.07
383471.02 33741237.87 1.50 0.99 0.91 0.67 1.14 0.00 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.08
520008.66 36052664.16 2.08 1.17 1.12 0.93 1.44 o.o i 0.15 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.10
674129.79 41960852.18 2.35 1.29 1.29 0.95 1.61 0.01 0.16 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.11
856952.01 45460365.76 2.59 1.70 1. 54" 1.21 1.89 0.01 0.16 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.11
1096484.73 45283536.59 3.36 2.07 1.98 1.38 2.42 0.01 0.17 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.13
1632392.34 43879498.20 5.29 3.18 2.86 1.94 3.72 0.01 0.21 0.13 0.11 0.08 0.15
2850589.74 43750355.57 8.23 7.06 4.89 3.11 6.52 0.02 0.17 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.14
5230617.55 42192986.44 13.98 12.22 12.05 5.23 12.40 0.05 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.14
7901027.10 47515214.68 18.66 18.08 18.36 7 .00” 16.63 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.13
10492186.45 49545576.95 21.68 20.69 24.91 13.72 21.18 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.11
13905812.66 51265884.33 28.45 27.15 30.02 17.26 27.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.10
21997145.46 55379753.47 44.82 39.79 42.40 29.48 39.72 0.18 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.09
35095480.81 62343472.86 61.57 56.47 69.46 59.78 56.29 0.26 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.10
51079323.78 71142955.88 77.13 74.86 73.66 81.05 71.80 0.38 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.09
74721925.30 74720490.23 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.55 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
129224504.60 80351539.86 144.04 181.46 164.05 140.86 160.82 1.00 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09
227324008.05 85671735.44 247.32 293.27 270.70 238.31 265.34 1.49 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.11
393060170.50 99028187.78 421.90 430.78 402.50 373.05 396.92 2.26 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.14
630116960.46 104060183.13 636.44 669.12 657.07 653.21 605.53 3.75 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12
1093368044.80 108029167.61 1035.56 1068.38 1053.35 1291.61 1012.10 6.10 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.12
1981867095.50 126139792.86 1679.91 1672.85 1663.70 2166.97 1571.17 10.01 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.11
3868429188.80 111669988.14 3323.62 3837.76 3873.15 4382.98 3464.16 21.43 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.09
7762456071.60 119197171.01 7267.32 7040.60 6841.49 6478.84 6512.28 38.87 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11
14772110189.00 119734522.69 12924.76 12083.50 12556.75 12842.10 12337.39 68.97 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11
28531506817.88 127734522.69 23172.38 22060.61 22608.31 21327.00 22336.57 125.26 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11
* labor force is in number of people, all others are in millions TL. 35
